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Darwin’s Finches
As part of his voyage around the world, Charles Darwin spent time exploring
the Galápagos Islands, where he collected birds that differed in size and
shape. Darwin originally thought that he had collected different families of
birds because they resembled finches, blackbirds, and grosbeaks. He shipped
the birds back home to England, where ornithologist John Gould determined
that the birds were all finches, but finches that looked quite different from
each other. Some species ate insects; others ate the fruits and flowers of
cacti; still others ate large or small seeds. Darwin hypothesized that these
finches likely shared a common ancestor that originally came to the islands
from South America. Darwin’s hypothesis—that multiple species could
descend from a common ancestor—helped him develop his theory of
evolution by natural selection.
Since Darwin’s time, many researchers have gone to the Galápagos
Islands to examine how the process of natural selection works in the finches.
In the 1970s, for example, Peter and
Rosemary Grant marked all of the
“By studying how
medium ground finches (Geospiza
evolution occurs in
fortis) on one island and measured
wild populations, we
their beak sizes. This species of finch
have seen that natural eats seeds, and the seed size makes
a difference to these birds.
selection can alter a
Individuals with large beaks can
population’s traits in a generate the force needed to crack
relatively short time.” the largest seeds, whereas
individuals with small beaks are
better at handling the smallest seeds. When the island subsequently
experienced a drought, overall seed abundance declined. The small, easy-tocrack seeds were quickly consumed. The large seeds that remained were
much harder to crack, so only individuals with larger beaks could crack the
large seeds; therefore, birds with larger beaks were more likely to survive the
drought. Beak size has a genetic basis that is passed from parents to
offspring, and so as the average beak size of parents increased, the beak size
of offspring increased. This was evolution in action.
The evolution for large beaks that occurred during the drought was later
reversed. In 1983 abundant rainfall caused small seeds to become more
plentiful again. Because birds with smaller beaks handled small seeds more
efficiently, individuals with smaller beaks survived better and produced more
offspring than individuals with larger beaks. Consequently, the average beak
size of the population declined. Once again the population evolved in
response to a change in the seeds that were available.
Research on the Galápagos finches continues today. In the 1980s another
species, the large ground finch (G. magnirostris), arrived from a neighbouring
island. The large ground finch is nearly twice as big as the medium ground
finch and its larger beak is better at cracking large seeds. Over 20 years, the
population of large ground finches grew. In 2003, however, another drought
hit the island and made seeds scarce once again. Unlike the previous drought
where large seeds were the only abundant seeds remaining, now the large
ground finches ate most of the large seeds and left only the scarce small seeds

The medium ground finch. This is one of more than a dozen of Darwin’s finches
living on the Galápagos Islands. Photo by Juergen & Christine Sohns/Animals Animals/Earth
Scenes.
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for the medium ground finches. With two species now competing for seeds,
both suffered very high mortality. Of the medium ground finches that survived,
the average beak size was smaller after the drought than before the drought.
Thus, the population continued to evolve.
The decades of research on Darwin’s finches have provided tremendous
insight into how natural selection operates in nature. By studying how
evolution occurs in wild populations, we have seen that natural selection
can alter a population’s traits in a relatively short time. In this chapter, we
will explore the ways in which evolution causes populations to become
genetically distinct and how this leads to the origin of new species.
P. R. Grant and B. R. Grant, Evolution of character displacement in Darwin’s finches, Science 313 (2006):
224–226.
E. Pennisi, Competition drives big beaks out of business, Science 313 (2006): 156.
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Chapter Concepts
ssThe process of evolution depends on genetic variation.

ssMicroevolution operates at the population level.

ssEvolution can occur through random processes or

ssMacroevolution operates at the species level and

through selection.

higher levels of taxonomic organization.

T

he story of the finches of the Galápagos Islands
demonstrates that evolution shapes the form and
function of organisms according to properties of their
environments. Evolution depends on genetic variation
and this variation can arise from a number of
processes. Over time, populations and species can
evolve changes in traits, such as the size and shape of
bird beaks. These changes can evolve due to random
processes or due to the nonrandom process of
selection. Some of the most important sources of
natural selection include differences in physical
conditions, food resources, and interactions with
competitors, predators, pathogens, and individuals of
the same species. In this chapter, we will examine
these processes and explore how genes and the
environment come together to cause the evolution of
populations and new species.

The process of evolution depends on
genetic variation
In Chapter 4 we discussed how the traits expressed
by an individual are the outcome of genotypes and
the environment interacting. As we saw in the
example of finch beaks, when genetic variation is
present, it allows evolution by natural selection. In
this section we review the structure of DNA, the
process of how genes help determine the phenotypes
of organisms, and the process by which variation in
genes is produced.
The Structure of DNA

Genetic information is contained in the molecule
deoxyribonucleic acid, also known as DNA—a

molecule composed of two strands that are wound
together into a shape known as a double helix. Each
strand is composed of subunits called nucleotides and
each nucleotide is composed of a sugar, a phosphate
group, and one of four different nitrogenous bases:
adenine (A), thymine (T), cytosine (C), and guanine
(G). Just as a sequence of letters signifies a particular
meaning, or word, genetic information is coded in the
particular order of the different nitrogenous bases.
Long strands of DNA are wound around proteins into
compact structures called chromosomes.
Genes and Alleles

Genes are regions of DNA that code for particular
proteins, which in turn affect particular traits.
Different forms of a particular gene are referred to
as alleles. In diploid organisms—those having two sets
of chromosomes—one allele comes from the mother’s
gamete and the other comes from the father’s gamete.
As you may recall, each gamete is haploid, meaning
that it has just one set of chromosomes.
In many cases, a change in alleles can create
differences in an organ ism’s phenotype. The ABO
blood groups in humans, for example, are determined
by which allele a person inherits from each parent—

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) A molecule composed of two
strands of nucleotides that are wound together into a shape known
as a double helix.
Chromosomes Compact structures consisting of long strands of
DNA that are wound around proteins.
Alleles Different forms of a particular gene.
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A, B, or O. The allele is responsible for production of
the antigens A and B, which are molecules on the
surface of our red blood cells that interact with the
immune system. (Note that the O allele does not
produce an antigen.) Individuals with blood type A
have AA or AO genotypes; individuals with blood type
B have BB or BO genotypes. All remaining individuals
have either AB or OO genotypes. In this case, the link
between the genotype and the phenotype is direct,
and the pattern of inheritance is straightforward. For
example, children of an AA father and a BB mother
will all have the AB genotype.
Whereas blood type is determined by different
alleles on a single gene, polygenic traits reflect the
effects of alleles from several genes. For example, eye
colour in humans is determined by at least three genes
that control pigments in different parts of the iris of
the eye. Patterns of phenotype inheritance that
depend on interactions among multiple alleles can be
quite complex.
Many phenotypes in a population can span a
range of values because they are polygenic traits.
Body size is a good example. Most populations exhibit
a normal, or bell-shaped, distribution of body sizes, as
shown in Figure 7.1. In this distribution, most
individuals cluster near the middle of the range with
progressively fewer located toward the upper and
lower extremes. Part of this continuous variation
might be due to environmental differences, such as
the amount of resources available. However, much of
the variation can be attributed to the actions of many
genes, each with a relatively small influence on the
value of the trait. If several genes influence body size,
an individual’s size will depend on the mix of alleles
for all of these genes. The tendency for individuals to
be concentrated toward the center of the distribution
reflects the relative improbability of an individual
inheriting mostly alleles that code for large body size
or mostly alleles that code for small body size. Think
of this in terms of flipping pennies. The chance of
getting 10 tails in a row (about 1 in 1000) is much
more remote than the chance of getting 5 heads and
5 tails (about 1 in 4).
Whereas some genes only affect a single trait, such
as size, other genes affect multiple traits, an effect
referred to as pleiotropy. For example, chickens have
a gene—known as the frizzle gene—which causes
feathers to curl outward rather than to lay flat along
the body. However, this gene causes other variations,
including faster metabolism, slower digestion, and
less frequent egg laying. When a gene has pleiotropic
effects, any changes in the gene can have far-reaching
effects on the traits of organisms.
In some cases, the expression of one gene can be
controlled by other genes. This is known as epistasis.
In the case of mouse hair colour, for example, there is
a gene that determines whether a mouse will make
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Figure 7.1 Frequency distribution of polygenic traits.
When a continuous trait is determined by many genes, the
distribution follows a bell-shaped curve. For the heights of
adult males in the United States, for example, there is a
symmetrical distribution around the mean. Most individuals
express an intermediate trait value whereas only a few
individuals, such as professional basketball players and
jockeys, express extreme trait values. Data from U.S. Census 2000.

black or brown hair pigments. However, there is a
second gene that determines whether the hair will
receive any pigments at all. If alleles in the second
gene prevent pigments from being deposited in the
hair, the alleles of the first gene become irrelevant
and the mouse will have a white coat.
Dominant and Recessive Alleles

Every individual has two copies of each gene, one
inherited from its mother and one from its father.
Exceptions to this rule include genes located on sex
chromosomes, the genes of organisms that reproduce
by self-fertilization, haploid organisms, and organisms
such as plants that alternate between haploid and
diploid generations as part of their normal life cycle.
An individual with two different alleles of a particular
gene is said to be heterozygous for that gene, as in the
case of a person with the AB blood type. An individual
with two identical alleles is said to be homozygous, for
example a person with AA blood type. When an
individual is heterozygous, the two different alleles
may produce an intermediate phenotype, as in the case
of a person with the AB blood type that expresses both
Polygenic When a single trait is affected by several genes.
Pleiotropy When a single gene affects multiple traits.
Epistasis When the expression of one gene is controlled by
another gene.
Heterozygous When an individual has two different alleles of a
particular gene.
Homozygous When an individual has two identical alleles of a
particular gene.
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Figure 7.2 Codominance. In
snapdragons the red and white flowers
are homozygous genotypes. The pink
flower gets its colour from one red gene
and one white gene that are codominant.
Photo by John Kaprielian/Photo Researchers, Inc.

alleles. When both alleles contribute to the phenotype,
the alleles are said to be codominant. Codominance is
also found in the flower colour of several species of
plants (Figure 7.2). Alternatively, one allele may mask
the expression of the other. In this case, the allele that
is expressed is called dominant and the allele that is
not expressed is called recessive. In domestic pigs, for
example, the allele for white coat colour is dominant
and the allele for black coat colour is recessive.
Fortunately, most harmful alleles are recessive and
are therefore not expressed in a heterozygous indivi
dual. Any dominant harmful alleles that might arise are
expressed in homozygous or heterozygous individuals.
Because they reduce fitness, dominant harmful alleles
are strongly selected against and removed from the
population over time. In contrast, recessive harmful
alleles are expressed in homozygous individuals but not
in heterozygous organisms, so they can persist in a
population because they are not selected against when
they occur in heterozygous individuals. Examples of
recessive harmful alleles in humans include those that
cause sickle cell anemia and cystic fibrosis.
A gene pool consists of the alleles from all of the
genes of every individual in a population. The gene
pools of most populations that reproduce sexually
contain substantial genetic variation. With the ABO
blood type gene, for example, the human population
of the United States includes 61 percent O alleles,
30 percent A alleles, and 9 percent B alleles. The
proportions of these alleles vary among populations.
People of Asian descent, for instance, tend to have
higher frequencies of B alleles while people of Irish
descent have higher frequencies of O alleles.
Sources of Genetic Variation

Now that we understand the role of genes and alleles,
we need to review how we obtain genetic variation in

the traits of organisms. One of the most common ways
to generate variation is through sexual reproduction.
By combining a haploid sex cell of one parent with a
haploid sex cell of another parent, new combinations
of alleles can be produced in the offspring across
many different chromosomes. The chromosomes in a
haploid gamete are a random assortment of the
chromosomes in the parent’s diploid cells, meaning
that they can be any combination of chromosomes
that the parent received from its mother and father.
When an individual produces an egg cell, for example,
some chromosomes in the egg will have come from
the individual’s father whereas other chromosomes in
the egg will have come from the individual’s mother.
As we will see in Chapter 9, the creation of new gene
combinations through sexual reproduction represents
a major strategy for species to create offspring that
are resistant to rapidly evolving parasites and
pathogens.
Two additional ways genetic variation arises are
through mutation and recombination. Mutation is a
random change in the sequence of nucleotides in
Codominant When two alleles both contribute to the phenotype.
Dominant An allele that masks the expression of the other allele.
Recessive An allele whose expression is masked by the presence
of another allele.
Gene pool The collection of alleles from all individuals in a
population.
Random assortment The process of making haploid gametes in
which the combination of alleles that are placed into a given gamete
could be any combination of those possessed by the diploid parent.
Mutation A random change in the sequence of nucleotides
in regions of DNA that either comprise a gene or control the
expression of a gene.
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Figure 7.3 Genetic variation through recombination. During meiosis in eukaryotic organisms, pairs of homologous
chromosomes line up together. When the chromosomes exhibit crossing over, they exchange DNA and each chromosome contains
a new combination of genes.

regions of DNA that either comprise a gene or control
the expression of a gene. Mutations can occur
anywhere along the chromosomes, although some
regions of the chromosome can experience higher
frequencies of mutation than others. Many mutations
have no detectable effect and are referred to as silent,
or synonymous, mutations. Other mutations may
simply alter the appearance, physiology, or behaviour
of the individual. When phenotypic changes are
better suited to the environment, these phenotypes
will be favoured by natural selection. Some mutations,
however, can cause drastic, often lethal, changes in
the phenotype. Many human genetic disorders, such
as sickle cell anemia, Tay-Sachs disease, cystic
fibrosis, and albinism, as well as tendencies to develop
certain cancers and Alzheimer’s disease, are caused
by single-nucleotide mutations of individual genes.
Genetic recombination is the reshuffling of genes
that can occur as DNA is copied during meiosis, the
process that creates haploid gametes from diploid
parent cells. During meiosis, pairs of homologous
chromosomes—one member of which is inherited from
each parent—line up next to each other. When the two
chromosomes in the pair do not exchange any DNA, we
end up with haploid cells that contain unaltered
chromosomes. However, sometimes the two
chromosomes in the pair do exchange DNA, in a
process known as crossing over, as shown in Figure 7.3.
In some cases, crossing over can also occur between
nonhomologous chromosomes. In either case, new genes
are not being created, but new combinations of alleles
are produced that have the potential to produce new
phenotypes.
One of the best-known examples of recombination
involves the immune system of vertebrates.
Vertebrates face a diversity of pathogens that
continually evolve so that they become better at
attacking their hosts. To combat these ever-changing
pathogens, vertebrates need an ever-changing

Figure 7.4 A Kermode bear. Also called spirit bear, these
bears live on islands off British Columbia’s northwest coast.
White fur may offer an advantage when hunting for salmon in
late summer and fall. Photo by FLPA/Ignacio Yufera/age fotostock.

immune system that can identify and destroy the
pathogens. Recombination provides the mechanism
to create the high genetic variation in the immune
system that vertebrates need to match the rapid
evolution of their parasites. We will talk much more
about this issue in Chapter 9.

Evolution can occur through random
processes or through selection
On islands off the coast of British Columbia lives a
subpopulation of black bears known as spirit bears
(Ursus americanus kermodei) that contains
individuals with either black or white fur (Figure 7.4).
The spirit bears, also known as Kermode bears, are
white when they are homozygous for a recessive
allele of a single gene. The frequency of this recessive
Recombination The reshuffling of genes that can occur as DNA is
copied during meiosis and chromosomes exchange genetic material.
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allele varies among islands; for example, 21 percent of
the bears on Roderick Island carry the recessive
allele, while 57 percent of the bears on Gribbell Island
carry it. As a result, 10 to 25 percent of the individuals
on these islands are white. What has allowed this
recessive allele to persist through time? It does not
appear to provide a selective advantage as camouflage
in the winter because the bears hibernate then.
However, researchers have found that the white
individuals are much more successful at catching
salmon, especially on cloudy days when their white
coats blend in better against a background of white
clouds that make it harder for salmon to see them.
This hypothesis was supported when researchers
observed that salmon were twice as evasive when a
human on the shoreline was dressed in black than
when the person was dressed in white. Collectively,
these data suggest that the recessive allele for white
fur colour persists because it provides a selective
advantage when it is expressed in a homozygous
individual.
The story of the white bears demonstrates how
evolution often happens through multiple processes.
Random events, such as mutations, may or may not
confer fitness advantage when they first appear. If
they do, as in the case of the white bears, the mutant
can persist in a population.
Evolution Through Random Processes

As we saw with the mutation that causes white deer,
random processes can facilitate evolutionary change
in a population. In addition to mutation, random
processes include genetic drift, bottleneck effects, and
founder effects.
Mutation
We have seen that mutation is one of the two
primary ways that genetic variation arises in a
population. Because genes often code for functions
that are vital to performance and fitness, mutations
that negatively impact these functions are not
favoured by selection. However, a small fraction of

Mutation

mutations can be beneficial. For example, Figure 7.5
illustrates what happened in the black bear
population of British Columbia. A mutation for the
white coat appeared, which added genetic variation
to the population. After the mutation appeared and
offered an advantage, the frequency of white bears
increased.
Mutation rates vary a great deal in different
groups of organisms, but among genes that are
expressed and can be observed as altered phenotypes
mutation rates range from 1 in 100 to 1 in 1 000 000
per gene per generation. The more genes that a
species carries, the higher the probability that at least
one gene will experience a mutation. Similarly, the
larger the size of the population, the higher the
probability that an individual in the population will
carry a mutation.
Genetic Drift
Genetic drift, another random process, occurs when
genetic variation is lost because of random variation
in mating, mortality, fecundity, or inheritance.
Genetic drift is more common in small populations
because random events can have a disproportionately
large effect on the frequencies of genes in the
population. But how does one determine whether an
evolved phenotype is the outcome of drift versus some
other process, such as natural selection? Research on
the Mexican cavefish (Astyanax mexicanus) provides
an answer.
The Mexican cavefish is a species composed of
some populations that live in cave streams and other
populations that live in surface streams. Although the
populations can interbreed, they look quite different.
As is the case with many cave-adapted animals, the
cave populations have very reduced eyes and reduced
pigmentation (Figure 7.6a). However, populations
living in surface streams have normal eyes and dark
Genetic drift A process that occurs when genetic variation is lost
because of random variation in mating, mortality, fecundity, and
inheritance.

Selection for the mutant phenotype

Figure 7.5 Evolution by mutation. Mutations, such as white coat in black bears, can arise in populations. If the mutation
confers a fitness benefit, the mutation can increase in frequency in the population over multiple generations.
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Figure 7.6 Evolution by genetic drift. (a) Mexican cavefish
populations that live in surface streams have large eyes and
dark pigmentation, whereas populations that live in caves
have small eyes and reduced pigmentation. (b) When
researchers compared how different regions of DNA that code
for eye size changed between surface and cave populations,
they found that all 12 regions coded for smaller eyes in the
cave population than in the surface population. Because all 12
regions changed in the same direction, this suggests that
natural selection selected for smaller eyes. (c) When
researchers looked at changes in regions of DNA that code for
pigmentation, they found 5 regions coded for increased
pigmentation while 8 regions coded for decreased
pigmentation. Because the 13 regions did not change in the
same direction, this suggests that changes in pigmentation
were due to genetic drift. Data from M. Protas et al., Regressive

(a)

Relative eye size

evolution in the Mexican cave tetra, Astyanax mexicanus, Current Biology
17 (2007): 452–454. Photo courtesy of Dr. Richard Borowsky.

of DNA that coded for large eyes in the surface
population all coded for small eyes in the cave
population. The results are shown in Figure 7.6b. This
suggests that natural selection favoured all of the eye
genes to evolve in a similar direction to produce
smaller eyes. In contrast, when they examined the
13 regions of DNA that coded for pigmentation, they
found that 5 of the regions coded for increased
pigmentation in the cave populations and 8 of the
regions coded for decreased pigmentation, as shown
in Figure 7.6c. The lack of a consistent pattern among
the 13 regions of DNA suggests that natural selection
was not involved. Instead, the differences in
pigmentation in the cavefish populations were likely
produced by genetic drift. Given that small
populations tend to experience more genetic drift
than large populations, it may be the case that the
cave population was initially very small.

Relative amount of pigmentation

(b)

Surface
population

Hybrid

Cave
population

(c)

pigmentation. To determine whether these changes
were due to natural selection or to genetic drift,
researchers raised individuals from the cave
population, individuals from the surface population,
and hybrid offspring made by interbreeding the cave
and surface populations. The researchers then
examined regions of the fish DNA that coded for eye
size and pigmentation, which could contain one or
more genes. In 2007, they reported that the 12 regions

Bottleneck Effects
A reduction in genetic variation can also occur because
of a severe reduction in population size, known as the
bottleneck effect. When a population experiences a
large reduction in the number of individuals, the
survivors carry only a fraction of the genetic diversity
that was present in the original, larger population.
Moreover, after being reduced to a small population by
the bottleneck effect, the small population can then
experience genetic drift. Population reductions can
happen from natural causes, for example a drought
that reduces the abundance of food, or anthropogenic
causes, such as loss of habitat due to the construction
of homes or factories.
For instance, the whooping crane (Grus americana)
is the tallest bird in North America and the rarest of
Bottleneck effect A reduction of genetic diversity in a population
due to a large reduction in population size.
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Figure 7.7 The whooping
crane. This is North America’s
tallest bird and one of its
most endangered. Because of
habitat destruction and
hunting, populations declined
sharply, which resulted in
reduced genetic diversity.
Photo by Larry Ditto /
DanitaDelimont.com.

the crane species (Figure 7.7). Whooping cranes were
once distributed across most of North America and
migrated from their Arctic breeding grounds to
wintering areas on the Texas coast. Cranes rely on
wetlands where they feed on crustaceans, fish, berries,
and grain. However, settlers in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries drained most of the wetlands
suitable for cranes throughout North America and
hunted the birds for food and sport. This dramatically
reduced the population size from an estimated 1300
birds in 1869 to 88 in 1912. Only 14 individuals
remained in 1938. Efforts to save the species in Canada
and the United States have recently increased the
whooping crane population in the wild to 382
individuals. However, the bird is still considered an
endangered species by the Canadian Wildlife Service
and the United States Fish and Wildlife Service.
To determine whether the dramatic decline in
population size was associated with a decline in
genetic diversity, researchers gathered DNA samples
from museum specimens that had been collected
before 1923. They defined this time period as “prebottleneck.” The researchers also collected samples
from birds after 1971, which they defined as the “postbottleneck” period. The analyses showed that genetic
diversity decreased significantly. From at least nine
available combinations of alleles in the pre-bottleneck
population, only three combinations remained in the
current population.
The bottleneck effect is of particular interest
because the subsequent reduction in genetic diversity
may prevent the population from adapting to future
environmental changes. This is especially true for
organisms that face deadly pathogens. An inability to
evolve against new strains of a pathogen could lead to

the extinction of the host organism. For example, the
African cheetah (Acinonyx jubatus) experienced a
population bottleneck approximately 10 000 years
ago. Although the cause of that bottleneck is
unknown, the current population contains very little
genetic variation. This low genetic variation makes
cheetahs more vulnerable to pathogens, including a
deadly pathogen that causes the disorder known as
AA amyloidosis and kills up to 70 percent of cheetahs
held in captivity.
Founder Effects
The founder effect occurs when a small number of
individuals leave a large population to colonize a new
area and bring with them only a small amount of
genetic variation. Following the founding by this small
population, genetic drift can cause additional
reductions in genetic variation. The genetic variation
remains low until enough time has passed to
accumulate new mutations. We can see an example of
the founder effect in the Saguenay–Lac-Saint-Jean
region of northeastern Quebec. More than three
centuries ago, a small group of settlers, carrying only a
small fraction of the genetic diversity of the European
population they had left behind, founded communities
in the Saguenay–Lac-Saint-Jean area. Inhabitants of
this region speak French and share a distinct cultural
and historical heritage. In modern time the population
continues to exhibit relatively high incidences of more
than a dozen rare recessive diseases compared to the
general Canadian population. For example,

Founder effect When a small number of individuals leave a large
population to colonize a new area and bring with them only a small
amount of genetic variation.
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Evolution Through Selection

The nonrandom process of selection also plays a
substantial role in evolution. Selection is the process
by which certain phenotypes are favored to survive
and reproduce over other phenotypes. As we saw in
the story of the medium ground finches at the
beginning of this chapter, selection is a powerful
force that can change the phenotypes (and therefore
the gene frequencies) of a population in a relatively
short period of time. Depending on how the
environment varies over time and space, selection can
influence the distribution of traits in a population in
three ways: stabilizing selection, directional selection,
and disruptive selection.
Stabilizing Selection
When individuals with intermediate phenotypes have
higher survival and reproductive success than those
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pseudovitamin D-deficiency rickets (PDDR) is a
disorder that causes the softening and weakening of
bones and slows skeletal growth and development.
PDDR typically occurs in 1 out of every 500 Canadians,
but shows up in 1 out of every 26 inhabitants of the
Saguenay–Lac-Saint-Jean region. There is even a
disease that is named after the region—CharlevoixSaguenay spastic ataxia—since it was first described in
this area. What could be the reason for such a high
incidence of diseases that are typically quite rare?
Many regions in Quebec have extensive
population registers with information such as births,
deaths, and marriages. Some of these registers reach
back to the first settlers who arrived from Europe.
Using such registers we can reconstruct details of the
relationships among different settlers. Researchers
have estimated that the approximately 30 000 current
Saguenay–Lac-Saint-Jean residents are descendants
from a relatively small founder population of about
400 settlers who came to the region in the
seventeenth century. Molecular and genetic data
indicate that the mutations responsible for these
disorders were present in the small group of original
settlers. Moreover, the average relatedness of the
Saguenay–Lac-Saint-Jean population after 10
generations is approximately fourth cousin. This is a
high amount of relatedness. In comparison, in all of
Montreal, average relatedness is low and
indistinguishable from chance. Additional evidence of
the close kinship comes from the fact that 69 percent
of patients, and 85 percent of carriers of PDDR, share
identical genetic markers. These patterns confirm
that the small group of founders who settled in the
Saguenay–Lac-Saint-Jean region contained a small
proportion of the genetic diversity of the European
population that they had left and, by chance, they
carried a variety of recessive, disease-causing alleles.

(c)
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Figure 7.8 Stabilizing selection. (a) Stabilizing selection
favors intermediate phenotypes and selects against both
extremes. (b) In the sociable weaver bird, body size has a
normal distribution. (c) The bird experiences stabilizing
selection on body size because birds with intermediate body
sizes experience high survival while birds with low and high
body sizes have low survival. This selection for intermediate
phenotypes would cause the next generation of birds to have a
narrower distribution of phenotypes. Data from R. Covas et al.,
Stabilizing selection on body mass in the sociable weaver Philetairus sociu.,
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London Series B 269 (2002): 1905–1909.

with extreme phenotypes, we call it stabilizing
selection. As shown in Figure 7.8a, stabilizing
selection begins with a relatively wide distribution of
Selection The process by which certain phenotypes are favoured
to survive and reproduce over other phenotypes.
Stabilizing selection When individuals with intermediate
phenotypes have higher survival and reproductive success than
those with extreme phenotypes.
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Average
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Disruptive selection When individuals with either extreme
phenotype experience higher fitness than individuals with an
intermediate phenotype.
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30 birds with larger beaks survived better. (c) Two
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years later, finch offspring had a mean beak depth of 9.7 mm,
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that larger seeds caused directional selection for
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larger beaks. Data from R. Grant and P. Grant, What Darwin’s finches can
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Disruptive Selection
Under some circumstances, we see another type of
selection known as disruptive selection. In disruptive
selection, individuals with extreme phenotypes at
either end of the distribution can have higher fitness

Number of medium ground finches

Number
of medium ground finches
Frequency
of phenotype

Directional Selection
(a) the beginning of this chapter, we saw that beak size
At
of the medium ground finch evolved to be larger
during a drought when only the large seeds were

available. This is an example of directional selection,
which occurs when an extreme phenotype
experiences higher fitness than the average phenotype
of the population, as shown in Figure 7.9a. In the
medium ground finch, for example, Peter and
Rosemary Grant quantified the distribution of beak
sizes in offspring hatched in 1976, which was just prior
to a drought. As you can see in Figure 7.9b, the beak
sizes of these offspring followed a normal distribution
with a mean beak depth of 8.9 mm. When the drought
came, although all seeds became less abundant, there
were proportionately more large seeds remaining. The
large seeds are harder to crack, so birds with deeper
beaks were better able to feed on hard seeds and they
had better survival. Because beak depth is a heritable
trait, the offspring that were hatched in 1978 had
deeper beaks, as shown in Figure 7.9c.

Frequency of phenotype

Frequency of phenotype

phenotypes, as illustrated by the orange line. After
stabilizing selects for parents who possess
intermediate phenotypes, their progeny have a more
narrow distribution of phenotypes, as illustrated by
the blue line. In doing so, it performs genetic
housekeeping for a population, sweeping away
harmful genetic variation. An example of stabilizing
selection can be seen in selection for body mass in a
species of bird from South Africa called the sociable
weaver (Philetairus socius). Over an 8-year period,
researchers marked nearly 1000 adult birds and
examined how a bird's mass was related to its
subsequent survival. As you can see in Figure 7.8b, the
mass of the adults in the study follows a normal
distribution with a mean of approximately 29 g. The
researchers then asked how well birds of different
mass survive. When mass was graphed against
survival, as shown in Figure 7.8c, they found that the
smallest and largest birds survived poorly, whereas
birds of intermediate mass survived the best. That is,
selection favoured the intermediate phenotype. When
the environment of a population is relatively
Parents
Progeny
unchanging, stabilizing selection is the
dominant
type of selection. Because the average phenotype does
not change, little evolutionary change takes place.
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(a)

Parents
Progeny

0.6
0.5

Proportion of each tadpole phenotype

favours both extreme phenotypes and selects
against
Proportion
recaptured
0.5
intermediate
phenotypes. (b) In the tadpoles of the spadefoot
toad, an individual can have specialized mouthparts for carnivory
0.4
and cannibalism
(shown in this photo), omnivory, or an
intermediate phenotype. (c) When more than 500 tadpoles of
each0.3
phenotype were marked and released, about 10 percent
were recovered. Of those recovered, the omnivores and
0.2
carnivores
experienced relatively high survival while the
intermediate phenotypes experienced lower survival. Data from

0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Omnivore
0.6
0.5

(b)
0.6 7.10 Disruptive selection. (a) Disruptive selection
Figure
Proportion marked

0.4

(b)

(c)

Proportion marked
Proportion recaptured

Proportion of each tadpole phenotype

Proportion of each tadpole phenotype

(a)
(b)

Intermediate

Carnivore

Tadpole phenotype

Proportion marked
Proportion recaptured

than0.4
individuals with intermediate phenotypes.
Disruptive selection is illustrated in Figure 7.10a. For
0.3
example, tadpoles of the Mexican spadefoot toad
(Spea
0.2multiplicata) can express a range of possible
phenotypes that are related to what they eat. At one
extreme
0.1 is the omnivorous phenotype that has small
jaw muscles, numerous little teeth, and a long
0
intestine
that makes it well suited for feeding on
Omnivore
Intermediate
Carnivore
detritus. At the other extreme is the carnivorous
(c)
Tadpole
phenotype
phenotype that has large jaw muscles, a notched
mouthpart, and a short intestine that makes it well
suited for feeding on freshwater shrimp and
cannibalizing conspecifics. Intermediate phenotypes
are not well suited to feed on either of the two food
types. To test whether the tadpoles experienced
disruptive selection, researchers collected more than
500 tadpoles from a desert pond, marked them to
indicate their phenotype, and then returned them
back to their pond. They sampled the pond again 8
days later to determine the survival of the three
phenotypes. As you can see in Figure 7.10b, the
omnivorous and carnivorous phenotypes survived
relatively well, but the intermediate phenotypes—
which had intermediate jaw muscles, tooth number,
and intestine length—survived poorly. Because
disruptive selection removes the intermediate
phenotypes, it increases genetic and phenotypic
variation within a population. In doing so, it creates a

0.1 and D. W. Pfennig, Disruptive selection in natural populations: The
R. A. Martin
roles of ecological specialization and resource competition, American Naturalist
174 (2009):
0 268–281. Photo by Thomas Wiewandt/wildhorizons.com.
Omnivore
Intermediate
Carnivore

(c)

Tadpole phenotype

distribution of phenotypes with peaks toward both
ends of the original distribution.

Microevolution operates at the
population level
The random and nonrandom processes that cause
evolution can operate at a variety of levels. The
evolution of populations is known as microevolution,
and it is pervasive. It is the process responsible for
producing different breeds of cats, cattle, and dogs,
and for producing distinct populations of wild
organisms including salmon, bears, and the flu virus.
Microevolution is affected by both random process
and selection. Selection at the microevolution level
can be further divided into artificial selection and
natural selection.
Artificial Selection

In his book On the Origin of Species, Charles Darwin
discussed the wide variety of domesticated animals
that humans have bred to produce particular suites
of traits. In the case of dogs, for example, humans
began by domesticating grey wolves. Over time they
bred individuals that possessed particular
characteristics, such as body size, coat colour, and
Microevolution The evolution of populations.
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Analyzing Ecology

Strength of Selection,
Heritability, and Response
to Selection
Researchers often wish to know exactly how much
selection will move the mean phenotype in a
population. For example, if a plant breeder selects
for larger tomato plants, she might want to know
how much larger the next generation will be.
Similarly, a government agency that regulates
fishing might want to know if harvesting only the
largest individuals might cause the population to
evolve to be smaller in the next generation.
Let’s consider the case of directional selection
in which one end of the phenotypic distribution is
favoured. If there is selection for more extreme
phenotypes and the phenotype has a genetic basis,
directional selection will cause the mean
phenotype to change. Can we determine exactly
how much the mean phenotype will change in the
next generation? To answer this question we need
to know both the strength of selection of the
phenotype and the heritability of the phenotype.
The strength of selection is the difference
between the mean of the phenotypic distribution
before selection and the mean after selection,
measured in units of standard deviations (see
Chapter 2). For example, imagine that we wanted
to select for larger tomatoes. The phenotype
(tomato mass) follows a normal distribution with a
mean of 100 g and a standard deviation of 10 g.
Now imagine that we select the upper end of the
distribution and use these individuals to breed the
next generation of tomatoes. If this selected group
has a mean of 115 g, our selected group has a mean
that is 1.5 standard deviations away from the mean
of the entire population. Thus, the strength of
selection is 1.5.
We also know that phenotypes are the products
of genes and the environment. Since only genetic
material can be passed down to the next
generation, if we wish to know how much the
mean phenotype will change, we have to
determine what proportion of the total phenotypic
variation is caused by genes. This proportion is
called the heritability and it can range between 0
and 1. If all of the phenotypic variation that we see
in a normal distribution is due to the environment,
the heritability is 0. If all of the phenotypic
variation is due to genetic variation, the

heritability is 1. By convention, the symbol for
heritability is h2. (This notation may be confusing
because nothing is being squared.)
Using the concepts of strength of selection and
heritability, we can build an equation that
describes how much a population will respond to
selection in the next generation. Because a
population’s response to selection is a function of
the strength of selection and the heritability of the
phenotype
R = S × h2
where R is the response to selection, S is the
strength of selection, and h2 is the heritability.
Using our tomato example, we can calculate
how much larger the tomatoes should be in the
next generation. If we select parents that are
1.5 standard deviations above the population mean
and if the heritability is 0.33, then
R = 1.5 × 0.33 = 0.5
which means that the mean phenotype of the next
generation of tomatoes will be 0.5 standard
deviations—or 5 g—greater than that of the
parent’s generation.
Your turn Given the following values for the
strength of selection and heritability on tomato
mass, calculate the expected response to selection
in units of standard deviations and grams:
s

h2

0.5

0.7

1.0

0.7

1.5

0.7

2.0

0.9

2.0

0.6

2.0

0.3

2.0

0.0

Based on your calculations, how is the response to
selection affected by the strength of selection and
heritability?
Strength of selection The difference between the mean of
the phenotypic distribution before selection and the mean after
selection, measured in units of standard deviations.
Heritability The proportion of the total phenotypic variation
that is caused by genetic variation.
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hunting ability. As shown in Figure 7.11, just a few
centuries of breeding have created dog breeds with
widely divergent phenotypes—from Saint Bernards to
Chihuahuas. All of these dogs belong to the same
species as the wolf and could potentially interbreed.
This is an example of artificial selection, in which
humans decide which individuals will breed and the
breeding is done with a preconceived goal for the
traits desired in the population. Similar artificial
selection has occurred to create numerous breeds of
other domesticated animals, including cattle, sheep,
pigs, and chickens.
Artificial selection also has been applied to plants.
One of the best-known examples is the breeding of
wild mustard (Brassica oleracea). As you can see in
Figure 7.12, the wild mustard has been bred into a
Artificial selection Selection in which humans decide which
individuals will breed and the breeding is done with a preconceived
goal for the traits of the population.

diversity of vegetables by selecting for unique stem,
leaf, and flower traits. Today, the wild mustard can be
consumed as cabbage, Brussels sprouts, cauliflower,
broccoli, kale, and kohlrabi.
Human practices may unintentionally lead to
artificial selection, sometimes with detrimental
consequences. For example, the widespread
application of pesticides has caused resistance in
more than 500 species of pests that harm food
production and human health. Similarly, extensive
use of antibiotics has caused many harmful human
pathogens to evolve resistance to antibiotics, as
described in “Drug-Resistant Tuberculosis” at the
end of this chapter. In these cases, the role of
evolutionary mechanisms is clear. When pesticides or
antibiotics are targeted at millions of organisms, a
small number of individuals commonly carry a
mutation that confers resistance. Since only the
mutants survive and the mutation is heritable, the
next generation becomes more resistant.

Wolf

Chinese shar-pei

Shiba inu

Chow chow

Akita

Basenji

Siberian husky

Alaskan malamute

Afghan hound

Saluki

All other breeds

Figure 7.11 Breeds of domestic
dogs. Beginning with domesticated
individuals of the grey wolf, humans
have created a wide diversity of dog
breeds through the process of artificial
selection. Data from H. G. Parker et al.,
Genetic structure of the purebred domestic dog,
Science 304 (2004): 1160–1164.
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Kale
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Cauliflower

Cabbage

Brussels sprouts

Ancestor:
Wild mustard

Kohlrabi

Figure 7.12 Artificial selection on wild mustard. Over the years, plant breeders have produced a variety of common
vegetables through artificially selecting for different traits of the wild mustard.

Darwin’s case for evolution by natural selection
was strengthened by his observations of how artificial
selection worked. He argued that if humans could
produce such a wide variety of animal and plant
breeds in a few centuries through artificial selection,
natural selection could certainly have had similar
effects over millions of years.
Natural Selection

A person conducting artificial selection typically has
a particular suite of traits in mind, for example,
increased milk production in cattle. This is not the
case for natural selection, which favours any trait
combination that provides higher fitness to an
individual. Artificial and natural selection both
operate by favouring certain traits over others. Both
select on traits that are heritable; the difference is in
how traits are selected. There can be multiple ways to
improve an individual’s fitness, and all of them are
favoured by natural selection, regardless of the
resulting phenotype. For example, a prey organism
might reduce its probability of being eaten either by
hiding from predators so it is not detected or by
growing spines so that it cannot be eaten. Both
strategies are effective at improving the prey’s fitness
and both traits could be favoured by natural selection.
In artificial selection, humans determine the fitness
of traits and they often select attributes for particular
purposes that would actually reduce the fitness of
individuals if they lived in the natural environment.

Most evolutionary biologists agree that the
diversification of organisms over the long history of
life on Earth has occurred primarily by natural
selection. Natural selection is an ecological process: It
occurs because of differences in reproductive success
among individuals endowed with different form or
function in a particular environment. That is, as
individuals interact with their environment—
including physical conditions, food resources,
predators, other individuals of the same species, and
so on—traits that lead to greater fitness in that
environment are passed on.
Evolution by natural selection is a common
phenomenon in populations. For example, many
predators cause selection on the traits of their prey.
We can see this process in Figure 7.13 for fish that
prey upon amphipods, a tiny crustacean species. The
parent amphipods produce an abundance of offspring
that vary in size. However, fish prefer to consume the
largest amphipods because they offer the highest
amount of energy per unit effort. Smaller amphipods
are more likely to survive, and since body size is a
heritable trait in amphipods, subsequent generations
evolve smaller body sizes.
One of the most striking demonstrations of
microevolution is the case of the peppered moth
(Biston betularia). During the early nineteenth
century in England, most individuals of this moth
were white with black spots, but occasionally
there would be a dark, or melanistic, individual
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Parents
(first generation)

1. Parent amphipods
produce offspring
of variable size.

Offspring
(second generation)

2. Fish prefer larger
prey, giving higher
fitness to small
offspring.

Parents
(second generation)

Offspring
(third generation)
3. As selection by fish
continues, subsequent
generations of
amphipods become
smaller.

Figure 7.13 Natural selection by predators on prey. The
amphipod, a tiny crustacean, produces an abundance of
offspring that vary in size. Predatory fish prefer to eat the
largest amphipods and this causes selection for small body size.

(Figure 7.14a). Over the next hundred years, dark
individuals became more common in forests near
heavily industrialized regions, a phenomenon often
referred to as industrial melanism. In regions that
were not industrialized, the light phenotype still
prevailed.
Since melanism is an inherited trait, it seemed
reasonable to suppose that the environment must
have been altered to give dark forms a survival
advantage over light forms. The specific agent of
selection was easily identified. Peppered moths rest
on trees during the day. Scientists observed that air
pollution in industrial areas had darkened the trees

with soot, as shown in Figure 7.14b, so they suspected
that the predatory birds could see the lighter moths
more easily. Because trees in nonpolluted regions
were much lighter in colour, the dark moths in these
regions would be more visible. To test these
hypotheses, equal numbers of light and dark moths
were placed on tree trunks in polluted and
unpolluted woods. As you can see in Figure 7.14c,
when both types of moths were attached to the lightcoloured trees in unpolluted regions, birds consumed
more dark moths. When both types of moths were
attached to the dark-coloured trees in polluted
regions, birds consumed more light moths. This
confirmed that the change in phenotypes observed
over time in England reflected evolution of the
population in response to changing environmental
conditions.
In recent years, as pollution control programs
reduced the amount of soot in the air and improved
the conditions of the forests, the frequencies of
melanistic moths have decreased, as we would
expect. Figure 7.15 shows data for the area around the
industrial centre of Kirby in northwestern England.
As the amount of pollution declined—measured in
terms of sulphur dioxide and shown as a blue line—
the bark of the trees began to turn lighter. After two
decades of decreasing pollution, the trees became
lighter and the frequency of the dark form of the moth
decreased from more than 90 percent of the
population in 1970 to about 30 percent by 1990, as
shown by the black line. Similar to the medium
ground finches discussed at the beginning of this
chapter, the story of the melanistic moths
demonstrates that microevolution can occur in a
relatively short time.

Macroevolution operates at the species
level and higher levels of taxonomic
organization
Whereas microevolution is a process that occurs at
the level of the population, macroevolution is a
process that occurs at higher levels of organization
including species, genera, families, orders, and phyla.
For our purposes, we will restrict our discussion of
macroevolution to the evolution of new species, a
process known as speciation. The pattern of

Industrial melanism A phenomenon in which industrial activities
cause habitats to become darker due to pollution and, as a result,
individuals possessing darker phenotypes are favoured by selection.
Macroevolution Evolution at higher levels of organization
including species, genera, families, orders, and phyla.
Speciation The evolution of new species.
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Figure 7.14 Selection by
bird predation for different
moth phenotypes. (a) In
unpolluted forests, trees have
light-coloured bark and moths
with the light phenotype are
better camouflaged. (b) In
polluted forests, trees have
dark-coloured bark and moths
with the dark phenotype are
better camouflaged. (c) When
researchers placed both moth
phenotypes on trees in
polluted and unpolluted
woods, fewer light-coloured
moths were consumed by birds
on unpolluted trees but fewer
dark moths were consumed on
polluted trees. Data from B.

Light moths
17%

Dark moths
83%

On unpolluted woods

(a) Unpolluted woods

Kettlewell, Further selection
experiments on industrial melanism
in the Lepidoptera, Heredity 10
(1956): 287–301. Photos by Michael
Willmer Forbes Tweedie/Photo
Researchers, Inc.

Dark moths
23%

Light moths
77%

On polluted woods

Phylogenetic Trees

Scientists can often document microevolution
because it can happen in a relatively short time. In
some cases, scientists have monitored wild
populations over time to track the evolutionary
process. In other cases, we have historical
documents that trace the development of
domesticated plants and animals. For example, most
modern dog breeds are the result of artificial
selection over the last 3 centuries and records show
the older breeds that gave rise to newer breeds.
Understanding how macroevolution has occurred,
however, is a much more daunting challenge.
Because we cannot travel back in time and there are
no written records from millions of years ago, the
true patterns of evolution can never be known for
certain, although fossils can be helpful when
examining the evolution of morphological traits. In
the absence of more direct evidence, scientists work
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speciation over time can be illustrated using
phylogenetic trees and speciation can occur in one of
two ways: allopatric speciation or sympatric
speciation.

Mean winter SO2 concentration ( g /m3 )

(c) Moths consumed

(b) Polluted woods

2010

Figure 7.15 Reversing the effects of pollution. As
industries around Kirby, England, reduced the amount of
sulphur dioxide pollution they emitted into the air, the colour
of the trees became lighter. After a decade of declining
pollution, the frequency of the dark form of the peppered
moth began to decline rapidly. Data from C. A. Clarke et al.,
Evolution in reverse: Clean air and the peppered moth, Biological Journal of
the Linnean Society 26 (1985): 189–199; G. S. Mani and M. E. N. Majerus,
Peppered moth revisited: Analysis of recent decreases in melanic frequency
and predictions for the future, Biological Journal of the Linnean Society 48
(1993): 157–165.
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Descendants

Present

Lampreys

Cartilaginous
fishes

Bony fishes

Lungfishes

Amphibians

Reptiles
(including birds)

Mammals
Milk, hair

Amniotic egg

Time

Legs
Lungs

Common
ancestor to
amphibians,
reptiles, and
mammals

Bony skeleton
Jaws

Past

Ancestor common
to all vertebrates

Figure 7.16 Phylogenetic tree. By looking for similarity in phenotypes and DNA, scientists can develop hypotheses about the
relatedness of different groups of organisms. In this phylogenetic tree of the major vertebrate groups, the yellow boxes indicate
points in time at which important new traits evolved.

from the premise that species with the greatest
number of traits in common are the most closely
related. These traits can include shapes and sizes of
structures of living and fossilized organisms as well
as the ordering of nitrogenous bases in the DNA of
different organisms. To map these relationships,
scientists use phylogenetic trees, which are
hypothesized patterns of relatedness among
different groups such as populations, species, or
genera. In essence, phylogenetic trees are attempts
to understand the order in which groups evolved
from other groups. Figure 7.16 shows a phylogenetic
tree for several major groups of vertebrates. From
this tree, you can see that all vertebrates share a
common ancestor. Over time, this ancestor has given
rise to fish, amphibians, mammals, and reptiles
(including birds).
Allopatric Speciation

Allopatric speciation is the evolution of new species
through the process of geographic isolation. Imagine
that we start with a single large population of a field
mouse, shown as the first stage in Figure 7.17. At some
point in time, a portion of the population is separated
from the rest. This could occur because some

individuals colonize a new island, such as the first
finches to arrive in the Galápagos Islands from South
America. Alternatively, the population could be
divided by a geographic barrier, such as a new river
that cuts through the middle of the terrestrial habitat,
a rising mountain range that cannot be crossed, or a
large lake that becomes two smaller lakes. In each
case, the two populations are isolated from each
other, as shown in step 2 of the figure. They are no
longer able to interbreed because of physical
separation, so each population evolves independently.
If one or both of the populations has few individuals,
founder effects and genetic drift can strongly
influence the direction in which that population
evolves. When ecological conditions differ in the two
isolated locations, natural selection will cause each
population to evolve adaptations that improve fitness
under local environmental conditions. Over time, as
shown in step 5, the populations can become so
Phylogenetic trees Hypothesized patterns of relatedness among
different groups such as populations, species, or genera.
Allopatric speciation The evolution of new species through the
process of geographic isolation.
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Figure 7.17 Allopatric speciation. When geographic
barriers divide populations, each evolves independently. Over
time, the two populations can become so different that they
are not able to interbreed. At this point they have become
two distinct species.

1. Original field mouse
population

2. River arises, splitting
the population.

the process for Darwin’s finches using a phylogenetic
tree. Darwin hypothesized that the ancestor species
of the finches he saw probably came from the
mainland of South America. Once the ancestral finch
species arrived in the Galápagos Islands, the
population grew and eventually colonized many of the
islands in the archipelago. The isolation and unique
ecological conditions present on each island favoured
the process of allopatric speciation. Researchers
hypothesize that these conditions gave rise to some of
the 14 currently recognized species of finches in the
Galápagos Islands, although other species of finches
on the islands appear to have evolved through a
different process known as sympatric speciation.
Sympatric Speciation

3. Over many generations,
each population evolves
independently.

4. Eventually, the two
populations become
genetically distinct.

5. Later, even if the river
dries up and the two
populations come into
contact, they may no longer
be able to interbreed.

different that they are no longer capable of
interbreeding, even if they are brought back together.
At this point the two populations have evolved into
different species.
Allopatric speciation is thought to be the most
common mechanism of speciation. Figure 7.18 shows

In contrast to allopatric speciation, sympatric
speciation gives rise to new species without
geographic isolation. In some cases, species evolve
into a diversity of new species within a given location.
An example of this is the pairs of stickleback species
living in some of British Columbia’s coastal lakes.
Sticklebacks are small fish that live in marine,
estuarine, or freshwater environments. In a few of
these lakes, you can find two species that have
distinct morphology, colouration, and behaviour
(Figure 7.19). The benthic species is stout and feeds
on gastropods and arthropods at the bottom of the
lake. The limnetic species is slender, features
pronounced spines, and feeds on zooplankton
throughout the limnetic zone. Both species
originated from the same large marine stickleback
species. The benthic species reached the lakes first
during a period of high sea levels about 12 500 years
ago. When more marine sticklebacks gained access to
these lakes during a second period of high sea levels a
thousand years later, they encountered the
descendants of the first invasion. Competition
between these two forms led to the sympatric
evolution of the benthic and limnetic species of
sticklebacks in these lakes.
A common way that sympatric speciation can occur
in some types of organisms is through polyploidy.
Polyploid species, which contain three or more sets of

Sympatric speciation The evolution of new species without
geographic isolation.
Polyploid A species that contains three or more sets of
chromosomes.
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Figure 7.18 Allopatric
speciation in Darwin’s
finches. Through

Medium ground
finch
Large ground
finch
Common cactus
finch

Ground finches
(seed and cactus
flower eaters)

Large cactus finch

Common
ancestor
from South
American
mainland

Sharp-beaked finch

allopatric speciation, a
single ancestor species
from the South American
mainland has evolved into
14 different species of
finches on the Galápagos
Islands. (Note that the
phylogenetic study was
done on only 13 of the 14
species.)

Small tree finch
Large tree finch
Medium tree finch

Tree finches
(insect eaters)

Woodpecker finch
Vegetarian finch

Grey warbler finch
Warbler finch

Figure 7.19 Sympatric speciation. Benthic sticklebacks
differ from limnetic forms in morphology, colouration, and
behaviour. A benthic gravid female is shown at top, and a
limnetic gravid female below. Photo by Tod Hatfield.

chromosomes, arise when homologous chromosomes
fail to separate properly during meiosis, with the result
that gametes are diploid rather than haploid. If a
diploid egg, for example, is fertilized by a haploid
sperm, the resulting zygote will contain three sets of

Vegetarian
finch
(bud eater)
Warbler
finches
(insect eaters)

chromosomes. At this point, the organism is a
polyploid. Because it now has more than two sets of
chromosomes, it is unable to breed with any diploid
individuals. Thus, when a polyploid is formed, it
instantly becomes a species that is genetically distinct
from its parents. Several species of insects, snails, and
salamanders are polyploid, as are 15 percent of all
flowering plant species.
An interesting example of polyploidy can be found
in a group of salamanders. The blue-spotted
salamander (Ambystoma laterale) and the Jefferson
salamander (A. jeffersonianum) are both diploid
species. As Figure 7.20 illustrates, at some point in the
past, a blue-spotted salamander experienced
incomplete meiosis and accidentally produced a
diploid gamete. It then mated with a Jefferson
salamander, which produced a normal haploid
gamete. The resulting offspring was a triploid
salamander that instantly became a distinct species
known as Tremblay’s salamander (A. tremblayi   ). The
Tremblay's salamander is an all-female species that
produces clonal daughters. These salamanders will
breed with another salamander species to stimulate
their own reproduction, but they can make daughters
without incorporating DNA from any of the other
species. If they do incorporate the haploid sperm from
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Blue-spotted
salamander
Tremblay’s
salamander

Jefferson’s
salamander

Figure 7.20 Polyploidy in salamanders. Triploid species can
occur when one individual that experiences incomplete
meiosis and produces a diploid gamete mates with another
individual that experiences normal meiosis and produces a
haploid gamete. The Tremblay’s salamander is an all-female,
triploid species that arose through sympatric speciation from
the mating of the blue-spotted salamander and the Jefferson
salamander.

a male of the other species, their offspring can then
carry four sets of chromosomes, which would make
them tetraploids.
Plant breeders have developed techniques that
cause polyploidy to produce more desirable
characteristics in plants. This is a form of artificial
selection at the species level. By exposing plants to
sudden cold temperatures at the time of
reproduction, they can increase the chances of a
plant producing gametes that are diploid rather than
haploid. Polyploid plants tend to be larger and
produce bigger flowers and fruits. Many beautiful
flowers you see in a florist shop are the product of
human-induced polyploidy. Many crops are also
polyploids, including watermelons, bananas,
strawberries, and wheat. As you can see in Figure
7.21, plant breeders used a species of wheat that has
two sets of chromosomes to develop new species that
have four or six chromosomes. The more sets of
chromosomes in wheat, the larger the plant and the
larger the seeds.
Key Innovations

Sometimes evolution produces unusual traits that
prove to be highly useful because they allow the
species to exploit new niches and to undergo
speciation at a high rate. For example, when the
ancestor of bats first evolved wings, it opened up a
whole new set of ecological opportunities for these
mammals, including the ability to catch flying insects
and to collect nectar and pollen from flowers. Today,
bats are the second most species-rich order of

mammals, after rodents. Similarly, the evolution of C4
and CAM photosynthesis allowed flowering plants to
grow in regions with scarce water, as we discussed in
Chapter 3.
In 2011, biologists discovered a fundamental
connection between horns and wings in insects that
represents a key innovation. Entomologists had long
marvelled at the prominent horn-like structures
present in treehopper insects, as shown in Figure 7.22.
These horns serve a wide variety of functions
including mimicking plant parts—such as twigs and
thorns—or mimicking other insects, including
aggressive ants. You may remember that insects have
a pair of legs on each of the three segments of their
thorax. Most insects also have a pair of wings on the
second and third segments of their thorax, but not on
the first segment. However, fossils indicate that
ancient insects commonly had wings on their first
segment. The treehopper researchers discovered
that the horns of the treehoppers always emerge
from the first segment of the thorax, the location
where wings emerged in their ancestors. Moreover,
when the horn first begins to grow, it starts as two
tiny buds, similar to the beginning of wing
development, and these buds later fuse to form a
horn. Finally, the genes that control the development
of wings in the second and third segments are also
expressed in the first segment of treehoppers.
Collectively, the evidence suggests that treehoppers

(a) Einkorn wheat

(b) Durum wheat

(c) Common wheat

Figure 7.21 Polyploidy in wheat. Starting with a diploid
species of wheat, plant breeders have bred new species that
contain four or six sets of chromosomes. (a) The ancestral
einkorn wheat (Triticum boeoticum) has two sets of
chromosomes and small seeds. (b) Durum wheat (Triticum
durum), which is used to make pasta, was bred to have four
sets of chromosomes. It has medium-sized seeds. (c) Common
wheat (Triticum aestivum), which is used for bread and other
baked goods, was bred to have six sets of chromosomes. It
has the largest seeds.
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took advantage of wing genes to develop a key
innovation of distinctive horns that serve a wide
variety of functions today. While this interpretation
has been criticized by other researchers, it shows the
possibility of traits changing function through
evolutionary processes.
In this chapter, we have seen that the products of
evolution are all around us, from our favourite breeds
of animals to many of the foods that we love to eat.
The processes that cause evolution at the population
level are the same processes that cause evolution at
the species level. Having a good understanding of
evolution is not merely an academic exercise; it has
real-world implications for helping humans, including
in the fight against disease.
Figure 7.22 The evolution of key innovations.
Treehoppers are a group of insects that possess distinctive
horns above their bodies. New research suggests that the
horns are a novel modification of ancestral wings.

ECOLOGY TODAY Connecting the concepts

Drug-Resistant Tuberculosis

Tuberculosis in Inuit communities. In Kangiqsualujjuaq,
Quebec, more than 30 active cases of TB were reported in
less than a year. Bryan and Cherry Alexander Photography/
ArcticPhoto/All Canada Photos.

Tuberculosis, or TB, is a highly infectious disease
caused by a bacterium (Mycobacterium tuberculosis).
TB has killed people for thousands of years. In 2009,
for example, researchers discovered that the preserved
tissues of a woman who died 2600 years ago and was
mummified have genetic markers of the TB bacterium.
Today, experts estimate that nearly one-third of the
world’s human population is infected by the
bacterium, although the bacterium remains inactive
and does not cause any problems for most of these
people. However, the bacterium does become active
in about 9 million people every year. TB causes

extensive tissue damage, weakness, night sweats, and
bloody sputum. It is highly contagious; when an infected
individual coughs or talks, bacteria are expelled and can
survive in the air for several hours and infect other
people.
Around the world each year, 2 million people die of TB.
Nationally, Canada has a rate of infection comparable to
other industrialized nations. Canada-born, non-native
groups show an incidence of 1 TB infection per 100 000
people. However, in Inuit communities, the rate is 155.8
per 100 000. In Nunavut, the rate of infection is 62 times
higher than the national average. Northern communities
are isolated and less likely to receive medical treatment
and supplies to treat TB infections. Incomes in most Inuit
communities are low, resulting in houses that are
frequently in poor condition and lack insulation. The
inability to properly heat these homes can make
inhabitants more vulnerable to diseases. Many homes
also lack proper ventilation, which increases the
exposure to airborne bacteria, and most people live in
cramped conditions, which can facilitate the spread of
the bacterium. Despite efforts to improve these
conditions and reduce the rate of infection, researchers
estimate that the goal of reducing the rate to 1 per 100
000 Inuit may still be a long way off.
Drug-resistant tuberculosis is a rapidly growing
problem around the world, particularly in Africa, Russia,
and China. The reason is not a mystery. Bacteria can
quickly grow to incredibly high numbers and, as you may
recall from our discussion of evolution, very large
populations are likely to have a substantial number of
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individuals who possess mutations. Occasionally, a
mutation makes a bacterium more resistant.
Antibiotics represent a strong selective force that can
quickly kill the vast majority of sensitive bacteria,
thereby leaving resistant bacteria to flourish.
One of the biggest contributors to the evolution of
TB resistance is thought to be the behaviour of TB
patients. The typical drug treatment of TB requires
taking pills daily for 1 year. Although many bacteria
are killed early in the treatment, continued treatment
helps eliminate every pathogen. Sometimes patients
stop taking their pills because they feel better after a
few months or they simply lack the money to pay for
an entire year of treatment. In either case the most
resistant bacteria will still survive in their bodies.
Drug-resistant TB is becoming a major problem.
Researchers have developed new types of TB drugs to
try to select different TB traits with the hope that
evolving resistance to one drug will still make the
pathogen susceptible to other drugs. However, there
is now an increase in “Multiple Drug Resistant TB” or
MDR-TB, a strain of the bacterium that has evolved
resistance to several different drugs. In Russia, for
example, nearly 20 percent of all people infected with
TB are carrying the MDR-TB strain. These strains are

much harder for doctors to kill and the medicines
required to kill them are 100 times more expensive than
the traditional drugs. Even more sobering is the
discovery of what is being called “Extensively Drug
Resistant TB.” This version of TB has been detected in 45
countries including Russia and currently there are no
drugs available to kill it.
The evolution of TB resistance is an excellent example
of why we need to understand the process of evolution.
Knowing the sources of genetic variation and how
selection operates on this variation helps us develop
drug treatment programs that are better able to control
pathogens without producing strains that have multiple
drug resistance.
Altman, L. K. Drug-resistant TB rates soar in former Soviet regions. 2008. New
York Times, February 27. http://www.nytimes.com/2008/02/27/health/27tb.html

sources:

Goozner, M. 2008. A report from the Russian front in the global fight against drug-resistant
tuberculosis. Scientific American, August 25. http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.
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Anonymous. Nunavut TB infections break record. December 17, 2010. http://www.cbc.
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Summary of chapter concepts
ss The process of evolution depends on

genetic variation. Among and within
populations, genetic variation is caused
by the presence of different alleles,
which can be dominant, codominant,
or recessive. Genetic variation can
be generated through mutation or
recombination.

Whether evolution occurs by random
processes or by selection, scientists
can use similarities in traits to arrange
hypothesized patterns of relatedness
among different groups on phylogenetic
trees.

individuals, allowing the most resistant
individuals to survive and reproduce.
ss Macroevolution operates at the

population level. Populations can evolve
due to artificial selection to produce
breeds of domesticated animals and
plants. Populations can also evolve
due to natural selection, such as when
predators selectively consume prey
and when pesticides and antibiotics
selectively kill the most sensitive

species level and higher levels of
taxonomic organization. The most
common process causing macroevolution
is allopatric speciation in which
populations become geographically
isolated and independently evolve to
become distinct species over time.
The less common process is sympatric
speciation in which species become
reproductively isolated without being
geographically isolated, often by forming
polyploids.

1. What is the difference between genes
and alleles?

4. What are the three primary sources of
genetic variation?

of phenotypic variation from one
generation to the next?

2. Why is it essential that traits be
inherited for evolution to occur?

5. Compare and contrast evolution by
artificial selection with evolution by
natural selection.

8. What is the assumption used when
arranging species on a phylogenetic tree?

ss Evolution can occur through random

processes or through selection. The four
random processes that cause evolution
are mutation, genetic drift, bottleneck
effects, and founder effects. Evolution
can also occur by selection, which can
be stabilizing, directional, or disruptive.

ss Microevolution operates at the

Review questions

3. The insecticide DDT has been widely
used to control the mosquitoes that carry
malaria. How would you explain the fact
that many mosquito populations are now
resistant to DDT?

6. Compare and contrast the processes of
bottleneck effects and founder effects.
7. How should stabilizing selection and
disruptive selection affect the magnitude

9. Distinguish between microevolution
and macroevolution.
10. What is the difference between
the processes involved in allopatric
speciation and sympatric speciation?
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PRACTICING ECOLOGY: PREDATOR PREFERENCES AND PREY PHENOTYPES
Predators and their prey are
embroiled in an evolutionary arms
race. As prey evolve adaptations to
avoid being eaten, predators evolve
counter-adaptations that make
them better able to catch and consume prey. This arms race reflects
the outcome of natural selection
over many generations. Feeding
preferences of predators often
determine the selection on prey.
For example, predators that prefer
large-sized prey generate a selecElizabeth Boulding and her
lab at the University of
tive force for prey to evolve smaller
Guelph study the response
sizes. However, feeding preferof phenotypes to selection
ences can change as a predator gets
in intertidal and marine
older. How might these changing
environments. Juan Galindo.
preferences influence the selection
pressure on prey through time?
The interaction between the purple shore crab (Hemigrapsus
nudus) and its prey provide an excellent example of how natural
selection by predators can change over time. The purple shore
crab, which inhabits intertidal zones along the entire western
coast of North America, is a predator that feeds on periwinkle
snails. After capturing a snail, the crab tries to crush the snail's
shell so it can consume the inner flesh. Snails with thick shells
are harder to crush. Because the thickness of snail shells varies,
predation by crabs should generate selection for thicker snail
shells. However, the ability of crabs to crush shells also varies
with age. Whereas young crabs can only crush snails with thin
shells, older crabs have more powerful claws that can more easily crush snails with both thin and thick shells. As a result, older
crabs are not likely to generate strong selection for snail shell
thickness. We might hypothesize that the strength of selection
on snail shell thickness will decrease as crabs grow older.
To test this hypothesis, Elizabeth Boulding and her lab at the
University of Guelph examined the strength of selection of shore
crabs on Littoria snails. Working on the intertidal coasts of Dixon
Island, located off the southwest coast of Vancouver Island, they
collected crabs that varied widely in body width, an indication
of age. They placed each crab in a separate aquarium and added
groups of snails. Each group of snails had an equal mean and
standard deviation of snail shell thickness. As we saw in the
Analyzing Ecology feature in this chapter, means and standard
deviations allow us to calculate strength of selection. The researchers allowed each crab to feed on snails until half the snails
in its aquarium were consumed. At this point, they removed
the crabs and measured the means and standard deviations for
shell thickness in surviving snails. By comparing the means and
standard deviations of shell thickness before and after the crabs
fed, the researchers could calculate the strength of selection on
snail shell thickness and determine whether it changed as crab
size increased. You can view their data in the table.

Effect of Crab Body Width on Strength
of Selection on Snail Shell Thickness
Crab body width (mm) Strength of selection (s)
11

0.49

11

0.42

11

0.28

13

0.37

13

0.17

15

0.97

15

0.42

17

0.32

19

0.16

22

0.55

22

0.05

25

0.32

25

0.07

28

0.03

34

0.39

Graph the Data
1. Create a graph with crab shell width on the x axis and the
strength of selection on the y axis.
2. Visually estimate a regression line of best fit to illustrate the
relationship between the two variables.

Interpret the Data
1. Explain how the data support or refute the hypothesis that
the strength of selection on snail shell thickness will decrease
as crabs grow older.
2. As part of the same study, the researchers measured crab
body widths on the eastern and western regions of their study
site. They found that crabs were smaller on the west side of the
island. Given this variation in crab size by location, would you
predict the thickness of snail shells changes across the island? If
so, in what way?
3. The researchers found that one snail species, L. subrotundata,
has a thinner shell than a co-occuring species, L. sitkana. Given
that crabs are smaller on the western side of the island, what
would you predict regarding relative abundance of each snail
species on the east and west coasts of the island?

Source: Pakes,

D., and E.G. Boulding. 2010. Changes in the selection differential exerted
on a marine snail during the ontogeny of a predatory shore crab. Journal of Evolutionary
Biology 23: 1613–1622.
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